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For decades, the subsea cable industry has relied on transnational air

travel to lay global communication networks and expand its presence

across the globe. However, the COVID-19 pandemic disrupted this

practice in 2020, forcing workers in the industry to shift to remote work

and online meetings to complete projects like Dunant, Jupiter, JGA, NO-

UK, EllaLink, and regional cables. Our research, based on interviews with

industry leaders, suggests that reducing air travel and shifting towards

remote work can have positive environmental effects and reduce the

industry's carbon footprint. However, as in-person interactions are likely

to remain necessary for some project stages and people, we developed

a calculator to help the industry estimate the benefits of using online

meetings giving the specificities of a cable project.
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Our interviewees suggest that the decision on global air travel for deploying new cable systems depends

on several factors, including the project stage, people involved, and the social fabric in place. For example,

on-site visits and stakeholder meetings are crucial for teams in marine, CLS, and network installations during

the early stages of a project. Video conferencing, on the other hand, may be more successful for cables with a

single purchaser due to a shared corporate culture and limited discussion, but remote work can be challenging

for getting new business. Management practices also vary based on age group, with younger generations

favoring video calls for flexibility and older generations preferring face-to-face interactions. To reduce carbon

footprint, the industry should seek to prioritize meaningful travel and allocate budgets accordingly. This

shift can potentially influence the broader ICT and telecom industries to reach net-zero objectives.
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Semi-structured interviews with 15+ high-level
members of the industry

Interview transcription and coding that enabled
clustering around main themes and sub-topics

Analysis of 20+ reports and 10+ academic research
outputs on remote and digital technologies

Review of conference and press releases by companies 
detailing remote work and network deployment 

practices amid COVID-19

Assessment of travel data provided by cable 
companies, examining the potential carbon footprint 

resulting from air travel

Main Travel-related Indicators
Planning & 

Development

JBA & 

Procurement
Construction Total

Period (months) 18 18 36 72

Meeting Frequency (months between mtgs) 1.5 1.5 1.5 4.5

Number of Meetings 12 12 24 48

Avg # of Participants Traveling/Meeting 12 18 15 45

Avg # of Participants Traveling/Project 144 216 360 720

% of Meetings Possible via Zoom 80% 90% 30%

# of Individual Trips Saved with Zoom 115.2 194.4 108 417.6

Avg. Distance Traveled per Individual Trip 

(km)*
4000 4000 4000

Total Air Travel Distance Avoided (km) 460800 777600 432000 1670400

Carbon Savings per Project (kg CO2e) Δ 197600 333450 185250 716301

Notes
~ Sample estimations assume a large-scale consortium system.
Δ Conversion factors are taken from the 2021 UK Government's GHG Conversion factors, inclusive of radiative forcing and 
presuming business class travel.
* Average air travel distance is assumed to be a mid-length international flight.

Obs.: 4,000km was selected as a fair estimate—roughly the distance between Los Angeles and Honolulu.

The subsea cable industry is unique in its reliance on in-person

communication, which has historically helped drive a sense of loyalty to

various corporate missions toward connecting the world. Our

interviews show that building relationships is a vital part of the

industry, which has been established over decades. Unlike other

infrastructure sectors, the subsea cable industry is globally dispersed

and relatively small, making face-to-face meetings crucial to ensure

successful project delivery—which is one of the aspects of the

industry’s “social fabric.” While recent network deployments have

shown that remote work can be indeed successful, informal

interactions and engagement may be challenging when not

performed face-to-face. Moreover, the lack of in-person engagement

can have a negative impact on the career paths of junior staff, as

these interactions are important for their development in the industry.

Burdens of  Excessive 
International Travel

o Impact on health and personal life

o Financial and budgetary priorities
o Commuting time and productivity

Sociality and Community 
Building

o Personal and professional relationships

o Industry size and sense of identity
o Loyalty to a company’s mission

o Leisure and travel with colleagues

Remote Synchronous Video 
Interaction

o User experience of video and chat

o Time zone and socio-cultural differences
o Domestication of digital technologies

o Affordances of virtual interactions

Face-to-face Deals and 
Project Operations

o General management processes

o Decision-making in technical and 
commercial levels

o Age difference and career growth
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